Omega Laser User Group Workshop
Laboratory for Laser Energetics, Rochester, NY, 27-29 April 2022

Student/Post-doc Financial Assistance Application

The deadline for submission of this application is 25 February 2022

Email: Johan Frenje (jfrenje@psfc.mit.edu) & Pia Valdivia (mpvaldivialeiva@ucsd.edu) before 25 Feb 2022

Student/Post-doc Name: _______________________________________________________

Student/Post-doc email: _____________________________________________________

Affiliation: __________________________________________________________________

If student, what year in (circle: graduate or undergrad) school _________________

Poster Presentation title, author list, institution list: ______________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

Your work relates to which HED Program/Project/Division/Dept/Topic? (circle all that apply):
University – National Laboratory – Private-Sector Institution
Direct-drive -- Fast ignition -- Shock ignition -- Heavy-ion fusion -- Pulsed-power -- Magneto-inertial
Laboratory Astrophysics --- High Energy Density Hydrodynamics --- Warm Dense Matter Physics
Nonlinear Optics of Plasmas and Laser-Plasma Interaction --- Magnetized HED Plasma Physics
Radiation-Dominated Plasma Dynamics and Material Properties --- Diagnostics --- Technology
Relativistic HED Plasma and Intense Beam Physics --- Integrated HED Lab Plasma Physics
Other: _______________________________________________________________________

Indicate Supervisor/Advisor Name: _______________________________________________

Supervisor/Advisor E-mail: _____________________________________________________

If a foreign national, please indicate visa type and nationality: _______________________

Student-travel-support applicants must (1) submit this form and (2) ask advisor/supervisor to e-mail
before 25 Feb 2022 a short justification and individual recommendation for support to: Johan
Frenje (jfrenje@psfc.mit.edu) & Pia Valdivia (mpvaldivialeiva@ucsd.edu).

Thank you and we look forward to your participation in the OLUG Workshop!